
A modular, interlinking panel system, specifically designed for walking trails.

Benefits of TrailPad:
Available in 100% Recycled Black, Birch •	
Grey or can be colour matched to suit site
Barefoot friendly•	

Lightweight and easy to work with•	
Unidirectional•	
Armours trails to minimise erosion•	
Preserves natural settings•	

Other prOducts by GOuGh plastics
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for more information about this great product:

GP4602

the panel system is installed just under the ground surface 
providing a firm underfoot feeling and maximum grip 
without the visual impact of a fully exposed track product. the 
product can be colour matched to the natural surrounds.

A critical feature is that in combination with the holes, the 
grip lugs trap and retain material on the top surface ensuring 
the product remains covered, reducing dramatically the 
visual impact on the environment.

the interconnected panel system connects in a hexagonal 
matrix pattern delivering exceptional strength yet allowing 
sufficient flexibility to follow the natural terrain.

the panel interconnection is achieved via a twist locking 
key pin with a hex head. the twist lock incorporates a ¼ 
turn self-tightening mechanism that maintains panel surface 
alignment to within 1mm ensuring no trip hazards will occur 
from misalignment.

the hexagonal design allows for almost infinite directional 
changes allowing for track builders to follow the natural 
flow of the land. Panels are able to be cut with either hand 
or power tools for neat fitting around natural features and 
edge filling if required.

this trailPad can also be installed in an inverted manner, 
including the use of inverted pins - this is especially suited to 
areas where the extra weight of the sand or gravel will assist 
with the installation and operation.

panel details: 
Panel Weight:
coverage:
tread Depth:
colour:

Panel Material:
Manufactured In:

1kg
8.62 panels/m2
3mm
100% Recycled Plastic = Black
virgin Plastic = Birch Grey 
Other colours on request
U.v. Stabilised Polypropylene 
Australia
tested to as/nZs4586

Designed for pedestrian use only.  
not intended for vehicular traffic.
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